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Buffalo Hunting Safari 

 

These are exciting and challenging hunts over 7 or 10 days available in a number of different 

concessions in Zambia. 

Prime areas for Buffalo Hunting are Nyampala in the Luangwa Valley and Rufunsa in the Zambezi 

Valley.   

There are beautiful herds in these areas, and we hunt in the classic way of looking for tracks and 

following selected animals (sometimes in to thick bush) to their bedding down areas during the mid-

day heat. Bachelor herds are the main target and the success rate is very high once these are located.  

Professional Hunter is Steven Rufus, owner and operator of Shamwari Safaris, with many years of 

hunting experience under his belt, he has a great love for African Bush, and its rich history in addition 

to the flora and fauna.  

Arrival in to Lusaka International Airport, and then either charter, scheduled flight or car transfer to 

the concession of choice.  

Typically, Day one is spent sighting rifles and then getting ready to stalk! 

The camps are extremely comfortable with amazing scenery and superb chefs.  

Package Prices are available and typically they include PH Fees, Dip / Pack, concession fees, skinners, 

trackers, accommodation at camp, airport assistance, soft drinks and all meals at camp. Excluded 

transfers to / from camp, international flights, trophy fees, gratuities and alcoholic beverages.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Camp Accommodation 

 

Rufunsa Permanent Camp   

Based on the banks of the Zambezi River this hunting camp has 

unparalleled views over the water and easy access to the bush. At 

approx. 3225sq kms the vegetation is Mopani woodlands and thick 

Jesse bush.  

With the confluence of the Luangwa and Zambezi the tiger fishing 

is also stunning! 

Just 5 hours’ drive from Lusaka or a quick 40-minute charter flight, 

makes this an easy and convenient hunting location.  

  

 

 



Nyampala Main Camp and Tented Camp  

 

Consisting of 4 permanent chalets under a canopy of trees 

next to the Luangwa River makes it a cool and welcoming 

place to stay after a good days hunting.  

The rivers are abundant with the largest concentration of 

Nile Crocodile and Hippo in Africa.  

This concession can be reached via schedule flight from 

Lusaka to Mfuwe then a car transfer or a charter direct to 

the airstrip from Lusaka.  

Both camps are adjacent to the National Park and enjoy 

many species traversing through. 
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